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Executive Summary
This document presents the xLiMe Showcase, a prototype system that demonstrates the capabilities of the
xLiMe platform. The xLiMe Showcase aims to help in disseminating the results of the xLiMe project in
industry. As such, the prototype focuses on showing the key selling points of the xLiMe technology such as
cross-linguality and cross-modality of search and browsing. The document presents the design,
architecture, system requirements and example demonstration workflows for the prototype, as well as
plans and designs for promotional material.
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Abbreviations
D

Deliverable

xLiMe

Cross-lingual Cross-media Knowledge Extraction

WP

Work Package

API

Application Programming Interface

TV

Television

IPTV

Internet Protocol Television

HTTP

HyperText Transfer Protocol

HTML

HyperText Markup Language

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation

RDF

Resource Description Framework

REST

Representational State Transfer

URI

Uniform Resource Identifier
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Introduction

This document presents the xLiMe Showcase, a public demonstrator for the xLiMe project which aims to
show the core novel technologies of the project such as cross-lingual and cross-modal search and browsing.
The xLiMe Showcase is one of the main outputs of T8.2 “Exploitation” of WP8 “Dissemination, Exploitation
and Community Building”, as such it is intended primarily to demonstrate the results of the project to
members of industry and academia who may be interested in exploiting the results of xLiMe within their
organizations or which may want to integrate their products and research with xLiMe technologies.

1.1

Relation to Other Work Packages and Deliverables

This document is influenced by other deliverables in WP8. In particular, in D8.2.1 “xLiMe Showcase
Specification”, at the beginning of the project, various generic requirements were identified for the xLiMe
Showcase. More recently, D8.1.4 “Impact and Continuation Plans” have pointed at the need to produce
open-source software with clear documentation that can be easily executed and adapted by members of
industry, which has influenced the architecture, development and deployment of the Showcase.
As part of T8.2 “Exploitation”, D8.2.2 “Draft Business Plan” identified a strategy for bringing xLiMe
technologies to the market. The xLiMe Showcase aims to demonstrate some of these valuable
functionalities to a wider audience in a way that is independent from the project’s use-cases (each of which
has its own demonstrator prototype) from WP7.
The xLiMe Showcase is naturally linked to the rest of the xLiMe platform via the interfaces defined in WP6
“Integration and Toolkit”. In particular, it uses the Web front-end library developed as part of T6.4 and
described in D6.4.1 “Demonstrator Front-end Report”. In the back-end, the demonstrator uses many of the
APIs defined in D6.3 “API Specifications and Prototype” on top of the current xLiMe platform prototype
(currently in transition between the state at the end of Y2, described in D6.2.2 and the final prototype,
which will be described in D6.2.3).

Component (Core Functionality)

Receives input from WP/D…

Provides input to WP/D

xLiMe Showcase

WP6 D6.4.1, D6.3

WP8

Table 1 Main relations to other work packages and deliverables

1.2

Overview of the Document

In the remainder of this document, we will document the xLiMe Showcase prototype in Section 2,
describing the design, architecture, system requirements and deployment. In Section 3 we will discuss the
promotional strategy for the xLiMe Showcase to ensure maximal outreach. Finally in Section 4 we provide
conclusions and mention future work to further improve the xLiMe Showcase up until the end of the
project.
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Showcase Prototype

2.1

Design

xLiMe

The main feature of xLiMe that we want to highlight in the Showcase prototype is that it allows to find and
explore links between media items that were originally published in different languages and using
different modalities. In essence the xLiMe platform enables the automatic interlinking of media items
which would otherwise live in separated channels.
Much of the infrastructure and components in the xLiMe architecture are tasked with annotating streams
of media items which allows us to build a graph of such media items which can then be interlinked using
machine learning and knowledge bases. The aim of the xLiMe Showcase is thus to provide an interface for
navigating this graph of media items, annotations and knowledge base entities in a manner that is intuitive.
In order to provide an intuitive interface, we are reusing an existing paradigm for navigating complex
networks of information objects using a metaphor of “spheres”, which allows users to:


define a context of information they are interested in



visualise and browse through a set of information related to the original context.

The paradigm of spheres has been developed by ESI and applied in a variety of contexts such as academic
paper reviewer recommendation and finding research collaborators. The complex web of cross-lingual and
cross-modal media items with their various types of annotations is a good match for this spheres paradigm.
In order to apply the spheres UI paradigm to xLiMe we identified the following information objects:






Media items:
o

News Articles

o

Social-media posts (tweets, facebook posts, youtube comments, etc.)

o

TV programmes (which consist of video segments, EPG data, etc.)

o

Video segments

o

Images

o

Subtitles

Annotations
o

ASR: recognised speech in some audio stream segment

o

OCR: recognised text in some video stream of image

o

Sentiment: extracted from some text

o

Entity type: in some image

o

Logo: in some image

o

KG Entity: identified in some text

o

Topic: of some text

Searches/Filters
o

Keywords: identified in some text/media-item

o

Language: identified for some media-item

o

Publication date: for some media-item

© xLiMe consortium 2013 - 2016
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Background Knowledge
o

Knowledge Graph Entity: some entity defined in some knowledge graph such as Wikipedia,
DBpedia or Wikidata.

The xLiMe Showcase aims thus at allowing users to define an information context based on any of the
identified information objects. It then presents other related information objects which are content wise
related to the selected information context, regardless of modality or language. This design for the xLiMe
Showcase is generic enough to support multiple demonstration workflows, while allowing for serendipity
and allowing users to defined their own information contexts which are relevant to their needs.

2.2

Architecture

The xLiMe Showcase is a web application built on top of the xLiMe architecture. Figure 1 shows the overall
architecture including the xLiMe platform. The top three layers in Figure 1 represent the main back-end of
the xLiMe platform; see D6.2.2 “Demonstrator Prototype” for more information about these layers. The
bottom three components represent the main contribution of the xLiMe Showcase.

Figure 1 xLiMe Showcase architecture

The xlime-frontend-services component provides REST services that enhance many of the services
provided in the “Search, Exploration & Analytics” layer and the “Real-time & Historical Data” layer. This
Page 10 of (17)
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layer is needed, to homogenize the outputs as well as to make them more suitable for presenting the
results to end-users. For example, many analytics and recommendations services work at the level of URIs.
You pass the URI of a media-item you know about and you get a list of URIs for recommended media-items.
In order to present this to end-users, this information needs to be expanded with metadata about the
media-items like the publishing date, the type of the media-item, the publisher, etc. which requires further
back-end service invocations. The xlime-frontend-services orchestrates these back-end calls and composes
end-user friendly views for the relevant information objects. Furthermore, the xlime-frontend-services also
takes care of authentication to private back-end services such as Kafka and Virtuoso and can provide
caching to improve performance. This component has been implemented in Java and is available as an
open-source project from https://github.com/xlime-eu/xlime-frontend-services .
The xlime-polymer-elements in the architecture is a library of client-side components which can be used to
display and interact with the various xLiMe information objects. The initial design for this library was
presented in D6.4.1 “Demonstrator Front-end Report”. This library has been implemented as WebComponents1, a set of W3C working drafts for encapsulating user interface components. In particular, we
have implemented the library using the Polymer2 framework which allows for presenting xLiMe information
objects on web browsers. This library is independent from the xLiMe Showcase and can be used to build
other web applications on top of the xLiMe platform. It is available as an open-source project from
https://github.com/xlime-eu/xlime-frontend-services .
Finally, the xLiMe Showcase component contains the logic that is specific to the functionality of the
Showcase. It combines various xLiMe polymer components as well as other web components available
online both as part of the Polymer project3 as well as third-party web components4. Also this component is
published as an open-source project at https://github.com/xlime-eu/xlime-showcase .

2.3

Deployment

The xLiMe Showcase web application is available from http://expertsystemlab.com:8080/xlime-showcase .
A
public
version
of
the
xlime-frontend-services
http://expertsystemlab.com:8080/xlime-frontend-services .

is

available

from

For those interested in deploying their own version of the xLiMe showcase, they can fork the project on
github, replace references to our server and deploy to their own webserver using the procedure described
in the README.md file.
For those interested in deploying their own version of the xlime-frontend-services, they can fork
the project on github and deploy to their own Java application server (e.g. Tomcat, Jetty). They will need to
provide a configuration file with authentication information in order to access the xLiMe private back-end
services such as the Virtuoso Sparql endpoint. Alternatively, they can point to a separate Sparql endpoint
which adheres to the xLiMe data model (described in D1.1 “Prototype of (Meta) Data Model”).

2.4

System Requirements

For end-users the requirements are to have a recent/modern web-browser with JavaScript enabled.
Chrome is recommended, but we aim to support all major modern browsers (Firefox, Safari and Edge). For
the best experience we recommend using the application on the desktop, although we will try add mobile
support by the end of the project.
In terms of server requirements (in case you decide to run your own xLiMe Showcase fork):

1

https://github.com/w3c/webcomponents
https://www.polymer-project.org
3
https://elements.polymer-project.org/
4
https://customelements.io/
© xLiMe consortium 2013 - 2016
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Requirements for the xLiMe-Showcase are: a standard webserver (e.g. apache) with 1GB of HD
and 1GB RAM.



Requirements for the xlime-frontend-services are: a Java web container (e.g. Tomcat,
Jetty) with 50GB of HD and 2GB RAM.

2.5

Demonstration Workflows

2.5.1

Cross-modal browsing



Go to home



Press on button to add information to context

Figure 2 Home screen with empty spheres


Select tab “Recently Published”



Check the list of recently published media-items
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Figure 3 Browsing and selecting recently published media items


Select one media-item and click on “Add”, to add it to the information context



Wait until the spheres are loaded



Select related information objects and explore their relation to the media-item in the context. Note
that related information can be from different modalities (e.g. tv programs/segments are related to
news articles based on their annotations).

Figure 4 Exploring spheres of related media items and concepts related to selected context

2.5.2

Cross-lingual entity-based browsing



Go to home



Press on button to add information to context

© xLiMe consortium 2013 - 2016
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Select tab “search”



Enter keywords

Figure 5 Searching by keywords


Go through the list of KG Entities related to the keywords and select one or more to add to the
information context.

Figure 6 Select concept instead of keyword


Wait until the spheres are loaded
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Go through the list of related information objects and explore their relation to the KG Entities in the
context. Note that related information object (in particular media-items) can be from different
modalities (social media, news articles) and languages (English, Spanish, German).

Figure 7 Explore cross lingual and cross media items and concepts


Add a language filter to the spheres to only include a couple of languages.
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3

Promotional Strategy

As we enter the last six months of the project, we are publishing the xLiMe Showcase. In the remainder of
the project, the focus will be in defining the business plan and disseminating the results of the project to
exploitation partners as well as to potential customers, as discussed in the “Commercial Exploitation Plan
for Year 3” in D8.2.2 “Draft Business Plan”. The xLiMe Showcase, along with the various use-case
prototypes plays a crucial role in this plan. We are planning on using the following channels to promote the
xLiMe Showcase:


Social Media: we will write a blog post announcing the release of the xLiMe Showcase, which will
be published on the xLiMe project’s website & facebook page. A link to this blogpost (and the
actual application) will be included via Twitter.



Relevant Conferences: we will submit to demo & industry tracks of relevant conferences, focusing
on those which have a strong presence of industry (e.g. Semantics).



Demo video: we will record one or more videos based on the demo workflows and publish these on
the xLiMe Youtube channel.



We will ask the members of our community board to further disseminate the results



We will monitor activity on the public webservers to detect any problems, as well as the github
project pages to interact with the developer community



We will produce a branch of the xLiMe Showcase which works with a historical dump that is
focused on specific topics and which will contain more curated annotations. This version will ensure
that the xLiMe Showcase continues working even if parts of the “live” xLiMe platform are shut
down after the end of the project. This ‘offline’ version of the xLiMe Showcase will also facilitate
reproducible demonstration workflows.



At ESI, we will present the xLiMe Showcase to our salespeople to enable them to present the
system to potential customers



At ESI, we will fork the xLiMe Showcase to build the ESI demonstrator, focusing on integration with
ESI’s technology stack as well as custom requirements for potential customers



Other partners are also taken to companies and institutions in their network about further
exploitation.

Links to the publicly available xLiMe Showcase application will be included in dissemination materials
produced in this final stage of the project.
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Conclusions and Future Work

This document presented the xLiMe Showcase, a demonstrator for the xLiMe platform. We motivated the
design and provided an overview of the system’s architecture and implementation. We also provided a link
to a publicly available deployment of the xLiMe Showcase as well as instructions on how to deploy a
custom version and requirements for end-users and third-party deployments. We also presented some
demonstration workflows and discussed the promotional strategy for the xLiMe Showcase until the end of
the project.
This document presents the first public release of the xLiMe Showcase. Our plan is to continue improving
the application until the end of the project, taking advantage of changes that will be implemented as part
of the ESI prototype as well as the gathering and release of historical datasets. We hope (and expect) to
receive feedback from users and developers of the system and plan to address any issues and implement
requested features when possible.
One major improvement we are planning involves the release of an ‘offline’ version of the xLiMe Showcase.
The current release is ‘live’ in the sense that it is connected to the ‘live’ stream of media-items. This shows
the near-real-time capabilities of the platform, but also has some important drawbacks:


TV-programs are only available for viewing for one week after they were broadcast



Various data is only available for a limited time (e.g. recommendations, media item annotations,
etc.)



If components fail, the data will contain gaps



The system is non-deterministic as the different results are available at different times. This makes
it difficult to perform reproducible demonstrations.

Because of the issues described above and ‘offline’ version of the xLiMe Showcase is desirable. This version
would be a fork of the standard ‘live’ version and would rely on a static set of services (triple store and
other indices). We plan to use one of the historical data dumps for this version. We also will define
particular topics relevant to the use-cases to ensure we gather enough relevant media-items to show the
capabilities of the xLiMe platform.
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